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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

The invention relates to new, continuous ?lament yarns 
and a process of making such yarns having the combina 
tion of improved color and superior soiling resistance in 
comparison with continuous ?lament yarns heretofore 
available. There is provided a yarn made by the process 
wherein two or more differently colored yarns are sub 
jected to crimping, then are separated and individually 
treated with a ?uid under pressure and thereafter plied 
together and collected. 

The invention relates to an improved, composite yarn 
to be used in the preparation of pile fabrics. The inven 
tion also is directed to a process of forming novel syn 
thetic, continuous multi?lament yarn that has an out 
standing combination of functional and aesthetic prop 
erties which permits its use in pile fabrics, particularly 
carpets, floor coverings, home furnishings and the like. 
A variety of techniques are presently employed by 

synthetic yarn producers for the production of colored 
pile fabrics, particularly fabrics intended for use as ?oor 
coverings, carpets and the like textile household furnish 
ings. Almost without exception, however, the known 
techniques now practiced on a commercial basis realize 
pigmented or dyed yarns that are susceptible to color dis 
tortion. As a direct result thereof, the desired sharply 
contrasting and lively color effects when using differently 
colored or differently dyed component yarns is not at 
tained. And although the resultant articles of known 
processes must normally provide satisfactory properties 
in regard to insulation, appearance, pattern arrangement 
and de?nition, pile height and the like in order to effec 
tively compete with the natural ?bers such as wool, it has 
also been found that a considerable amount of dirt and 
soil actually penetrates to the very center of the synthetic 
yarns produced thereby with the consequence that it is 
di?icult to remove and substantial losses in these neces 
sary properties are eventually suffered during normal use. 

It is an object of the invention to provide colored pile 
textile articles of manufacture which have an improved 
resistance to coloring distortion and soiling. 

According to the invention, there is provided a pile 
fabric such as a ?oor covering, carpet or the like char 
acterized by a plurality of colored basic yarns each of 
which is composed of a plurality of ?laments that are 
highly entangled and interlaced. The basic yarns realized 
‘are practically free from closed, projecting loops and it 
is found that each constitutes essentially a tight network 
structure of synthetic ?laments with good coherence, re 
sulting in a yarn of high density. The uniquely colored 
yarn structures of the invention thus can be characterized 
by having a dense, compact ?lament network structure 
with colors that can be clearly distinguished and are 
highly resistant to soiling. Pile fabrics such as ?oor cover 
ings, carpets and the like constructed therefrom will have 
a very lively, undistorted color and good appearance. 
And since the yarn has the preponderance of the ?laments 
in a highly dense, con?guration along the cross section 
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thereof, soiling agents such as dirt and the like have dif? 
culty in penetrating through ‘and to the center of the 
yarn. For example, when constructed into pile carpet, 
most of the soil will remain lying relatively loose between 
individual yarns thereof or it will merely adhere to the 
yarn’s surface. 

According to the invention, the foregoing basic yarns 
are produced by bringing together two or more differently 
colored or dyed yarns and subjecting same to crimping. 
After the crimp has been set, the yarns are plied to form 
a composite yarn. Before plying the yarns together, ac 
cording to the invention, they are separated from each 
other and are then individually subjected to a treatment 
with a compressed, turbulently ?owing preferably gaseous 
?uid whereupon the ?laments thereof are entangled and 
interlaced. According to the invention, treating each basic 
yarn with the turbulently ?owing ?uid is preferably 
carried out so that the yarns obtained are practically free 
from closed, projecting loops and are composed of a 
highly interlaced ?lament network which results in a very 
compact and dense yarn product after plying. With ad 
vantage, the highly compact and dense yarns obtained are 
separated from each other a short distance before they 
are subsequently plied. 
Yarns manufactured according to the invention not 

only realize pile fabrics of improved color liveliness and 
contrast and antisoiling properties, but it is also found 
that they can be further processed with case on conven 
tional tufting machines and, unexpectedly, the tufting of 
the yarn manufactured according to the invention is not 
attended with undesirable “picking.” “Picking” is the un— 
desirable formation of yarn loops, slubs or piles on the 
back of pile fabrics such as carpet or other ?oor cover 
ings. Such irregularities not only present difficulties when 
the carpet backing is being applied but also cause the 
tread surface or facing of the carpet to show thin or 
insufficiently ?lled spots or patches. When tufting yarn 
is produced by the process of the invention, picking is not 
encountered and yarn processability is considerably im 
proved, as is the quality of the fabric being manufactured. 
US. Patent No. 3,099,064 shows treating yarns in 

dividually with a compressed turbulent medium and there 
after crimping, and US. patent application Ser. No. 
426,818, ?led J an. 21, 1965, now abandoned, describes a 
process for the manufacture of yarn whereby one yarn 
is successively stuifer box crimped and tangled with the 
aid of a compressed turbulent ?uid and is ?nally wound. 
However, it was not foreseen that the special combina 
tion of differently colored yarns according to the inven 
tion would lead to such an improved, economical route 
in producing an attractive pile fabric with improved color 
and resistance to soiling. 
The principles of the invention, as well as other objects 

and advantages thereof will clearly appear from a de 
scription of a preferred embodiment as shown in the 
accompanying drawing in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a schematic representation of known 

apparatus arranged for the purpose of carrying out the 
process of producing the basic yarn according to the 
invention. 

In the drawing three differently colored basic yarns 
1, 2 and 3, containing hardly any twist, are off-wound 
over-end from yarn packages 7, 8 and 9 by way of sepa 
rate thread guides 4, 5 and 6. The basic yarns are sub 
sequently passed through a common thread guide 10, 
after which they are passed one or more times around hot 
plate 11. Transportation of the basic yarns is effected by 
separately driven feed rollers 12 and 13, although it is 
conceivable to have another pair of driven feed rollers 
mounted upstream of the hot plate 11. The disadvantage 
of this method is that the yarn cannot be satisfactorily 
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crimped because when the yarns are preliminarily air jet 
tangled the, ?lamentsthereof are toodense and compact. 

Feed rollers 12 and 13 force the three heated yarns to 
gether into the stuffer box 14. Saw-toothed or serrated 
crimping is imparted by the yarn wadding (overlapping) 
in the stuffer box. At the yarn’s exit end of the box, a 
counterpressure is exerted on the yarn wad by the 
hingedly attached door 15 which is loaded with weight 
16. Crimped yarn is pulled out of the stuffer box via pin 
17 and a tension means 18 of conventional construction. 
After the three basic yarns 1, 2 and 3 have passed the 
tension imparting means 18,.they are separated from each 
other, passed over the thread guides 19 and 20 and 
guided through openings 21, 22 and 23 into a tangling jet 
24, in which the basic yarns are individually treated, as 
a result of which individual ?laments of each basic yarn 
are highly entangled and interlaced. Very few, if any, 
projecting, closed ?lament loops are found in the result 
ing yarn. Preferably, a gas such as air is fed to the 
tangling device 24 at a gauge pressure of 5 atmospheres " 
in the direction indicated by arrow 25. Subsequently, ‘the 
crimped and tangled basic yarns 1, 2 and 3 are twisted 
together with 35 turns per meter in an 5 direction and 
Wound to a package 26 on a tube 27. A conventional 
ring and traveler coacting with a vertical spindle (not 
shown) is utilized. The three basic yarns are separated 
just before they are twisted together owing to the top eye 
let 28 being divided into three parts 29, 30 and 31, 
through each of which one of the basic yarns 1, 2 and 3 
is passed. Winding the basic yarns and twisting them to 
gether to a composite yarn is effected in a known way 
with the yarn forming into a balloon 32 with the aid of 
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ring 34, which is reciprocated in the direction indicated 
by arrow 33 and on which a traveler 35 revolves. 

Preferably, the three basic yarns are nylon with each 
having 64 ?laments and a denier of 1140. The use of 
other synthetic high polymer yarns, such as polyester, is 
conceivable, however. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A process for the manufacture of .rnulti?lament 

yarns for use in pile fabrics comprising simultaneously 
crimping together two or more dilferently colored or 
dyed yarns, separating the thus crimped yarns, individu 
ally subjecting each yarn thus separated to a compressed, 
turbulently ?owing ?uid whereby crimped yarns with the 
?laments thereof highly entangled and interlaced are ob 
trained and thereafter plying the resulting individual yarns 
to form one ?nal, dense and compact strand structure. 

2. A process according to claim 1 wherein yarns are 
separated a short distance before the yarns are plied. 

3. A compact and dense strand structure produced by 
the process of claim 1. 
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